LogicSpell.C08 - Vocabulary
Section 1
announcer, anonymous, antagonise, anticipate, antipathy, antiseptic, encounter, encourage, endeavour,
endurance, energetic, engagement, enigmatic, enjoyable, enjoyment, enlighten, entertain, enthusiasm,
inability, inaccurate, incapable, incapacity, incentive, including, inclusive, incorrect, increased, incubator,
independent, indicator, infection, inflation, influence, information, initially, injection, injustice, innocence,
innovator, insomniac, instantly, insulting, insurance, intellect, intensify, intensive, interfere, interpret,
interrupt, interview, introduce, introduction, inversion, investigate, invisible, knowledge, pneumatic,
pneumonia, snakebite, uncertain, undecided, underline, understand, underwear, undressed, unhealthy,
unlimited, unmarried, angel, anger, angle, angry, ankle, annoy, anvil, enemy, enjoy, enrol, enter, entry,
index, inlet, inner, input, knead, kneel, knife, knock, known, onion, snail, snake, snore, snowy, uncle,
under, unify, union, unite, untie, until, unzip, anchor, angora, animal, annexe, annual, anoint, answer,
antler, anyhow, anyone, anyway, enable, ending, endure, energy, engine, enough, enrich, ensure, entire,
inborn, incise, income, indeed, indoor, induce, infect, inform, inhale, injure, injury, insane, insect, insert,
inside, insult, insure, intend, invent, invite, sneaky, sneeze, unable, unfair, unique, unjust, unkind, unpaid,
unplug, untidy, analyse, analysis, anatomy, ancient, annoyed, anorexia, antenna, anxiety, anxious,
anybody, anymore, anything, anywhere, enclose, endless, engaged, engineer, enlarge, entitle, envelope,
incline, include, increase, incubate, indirect, infected, inflame, inflamed, initial, initiate, injured, innocent,
insecure, inspect, install, instance, instant, instruct, interest, intimacy, intrigue, invalid, inventor, invoice,
inwards, snobbish, uncommon, unfasten, uniform, universe, unlikely, unstable, unsteady, unusual,
unwanted.
Section 2
challenge, champagne, character, characterise, characteristic, chauffeur, checkmate, cheekbone,
chemistry, childhood, chocolate, chopstick, philanthropic, philosophy, photocopier, photocopy,
photograph, photographic, photography, physically, rhinoceros, shameless, shapeless, shellfish,
shoemaker, thankfully, theoretical, therapeutic, therefore, thickness, thoroughly, thoughtless, thrilling,
wheelbarrow, wheelchair, whereabouts, whirlpool, whiteboard, wholesale, wholesaler, ahead, chain,
chair, chalk, chaos, charm, chart, chase, cheap, cheat, check, cheek, cheer, chess, chest, chide, chief,
child, chill, china, choir, choke, chunk, ghost, phone, rhyme, shade, shady, shaft, shake, shaky, shall,
shame, shape, share, shark, sharp, shave, shear, sheep, sheet, shelf, shell, shine, shiny, shock, shoot,
shore, short, showy, shrub, thank, their, theme, thick, thief, thigh, thing, think, third, thorn, throw, thumb,
thyme, whale, wheat, wheel, where, which, while, whirl, white, whole, chalky, chance, change, chapel,
charge, chatty, cheeky, cheery, cheese, cheque, cherry, cherub, chesty, chilli, chilly, chisel, choice,
choked, choose, choral, chorus, church, ghetto, photon, phrase, rhythm, shadow, shaped, sheath, shield,
shiver, should, shovel, shower, shrimp, shrink, thanks, theirs, thinly, thirst, thirsty, thirty, though, thread,
threat, thrill, throat, throne, thrust, whisky, whiten, chamber, channel, chaotic, chapter, charity, cheerful,
chemical, chemist, chestnut, Chicago, chicken, childish, children, chimney, chronic, pheasant, physical,
physics, rhythmic, shading, shallow, shameful, shampoo, sharpen, sharply, shelter, shepherd, shocking,
shooting, shortage, shorten, shortly, shoulder, shrunken, shuffle, shutter, thankful, therapy, thereby,
thicken, thimble, thirsty, thistle, thriller, thunder, Thursday, whatever, whether, whisper, whistle,
whoever.
Section 3
albatross, alcoholic, alienated, alienation alignment, alligator, allowable, alphabetical, alternate,
alternative, alternator, altruistic, aluminium, blacklist, blackmail, blameless, blindfold, bloodless,
blueberry, blueprint, classical, classification, classified, classmate, classroom climactic, clipboard,
cloakroom, clockwise, cloudless, elaborate, electrical, electrify, electromagnetism, electronic, elemental,

elementary, eliminate, elsewhere, flammable, glamorous, illogical, illuminate, illustrate, illustration,
plentiful, plutonium, slaughter, sleepless, alarm, album, alert, alibi, alien, align, alike, alive, alley, allow,
alloy, alone, along, aloud, altar, alter, black, blade, blame, blank, blast, bleed, bleep, blend, bless, blind,
blink, block, blond, blood, bloom, bluff, blunt, blush, claim, class, clean, clear, click, climb, cling, cloak,
clock, clone, close, cloud, clove, clown, elbow, elder, elect, flake, flame, flash, fleet, flick, fling, float,
flock, flood, floor, flour, fluid, flush, flute, gland, glass, glide, globe, glory, glove, olive, place, plain, plait,
plane, plank, plant, plate, plead, plump, slang, slave, sleep, slice, slide, ulcer, almond, almost, bleach,
bloody, blower, climax, clinic, closed, clumsy, eleven, flashy, flight, flower, fluent, gladly, glance, glassy,
glider, global, plague, planet, plaque, player, please, plenty, plough, plural, sledge, sleepy, sleeve, sleigh,
slight, alarmed, alcohol, allergic, allergy, alphabet, already, although, bladder, blanket, bleeper, blender,
blessing, blindly, blister, blockage, clarify, classic, classify, cleaner, climate, closely, clothes, elastic,
elderly, election, electric, electron, elegant, element, elevate, elevator, ellipse, elusive, flannel, flavour,
flexible, flushed, glacier, glamour, glorify, glorious, glossary, placebo, plainly, plaster, plastic, platinum,
platonic, pleasant, pleased, pleasure, plumber, slavery, slightly, slipper, slippery, slither, sluggish.
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